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CyanX was established in 2005, as a truly indep-
endent company, with the aim of providing the 

printing industry with a choice of quality equipment and 
consumable products, sourced from reliable manufacturers, 
backed by high levels of service. As it has grown, this 
company philosophy has been reflected in the wide 
range of solutions it provides, and the new and creative 
products that it now offers. 

CyanX is well known for offering a wide range of UV 
solutions, that can be efficiently and cost effectively 
retrofitted to most manufacturer’s presses, in the field, 
to update and aid flexibility to what you already do. 
These systems can help you to be more effective – they 
add value, they can cut cost, they can help you to be 
more environmentally friendly, and they do help you to 
be more versatile. 

However, as well as this, the company also offers a 
number of value added products in the form of eco-
seal and Foiltone Cold Foiling and Cast & Cure. 

DIRECT OPPORTUNITY 
Cyanx is the European distributer for eco-seal. With direct 
mail continuing to gain popularity over web mail, and the 
number of direct mailers going out every day increasing, 
the company can offer new possibilities and opportunities 
for marketing and promotions  – be it traditional long run 
blanket mail or short run personalised targeted mailers.  
In both these markets, eco-seal will give you the edge, and 
your clients something different. 

eco-seal’s secret is in the special aqueous coating 
which has properties to make amazing mailers possible –
 interactive, memorable and fun. And, once peeled, the 
eco-seal mailer cannot be re-sealed – just like an envelope 
it is tamper evident – yet, there is no need for an envelope 
saving time, cost and environmental waste. 

The eco-seal application gives maximum impact – your 
message is front and centre and gains immediate attention, 
and in use, it is proven to have a higher response rate than 
any other type of standard mailer. 

The eco-seal aqueous coating can be run through a 
litho press with coater. Once cut to size this is put on the 
folder like any other job. 

 
MAKING ENHANCEMENTS 
Bringing foiling in-house is a another great way to add 
value and ‘stand out’ for customers in today’s crowded 
market place. 

CyanX also offers a full range of Cast & Cure films including 
high gloss, matte and holographic images. The casting film is 
the focal point for the Cast & Cure process and creates the 
product shelf enhancements demanded by today’s market-
place. The ability to reuse the film multiple times shows true 
cost savings. Custom holograms can be made to offer overt 
and/or covert brand security, this process can help with the 
most simple brand protection or the most intricate anti-
counterfeiting programmes, and as such is a highly cost 
effective method of reproducing a holographic effect. 

The Foiltone process is relatively simple and added as  
a final operation at the end of press, or as a second pass 
using the system at the second print tower, thus elimin-
ating the problem of floor space for extra equipment. The 
system also allows foiling from a single print tower, which 
means you can turn a five colour press into a CMYK plus 
foil process. 

Foiltone has built and developed retrofit systems for 
print companies all over the world, on most makes and 
sizes of presses. The flexibility of the system’s design has 
enabled installation to fit presses of all ages and makes, 

and to make bespoke installations that suit customer 
requirements. The company does not make a standard 
‘machine’, rather every project is bespoke and every 
installation different  

Foiltone Cold Foiling and Cast & Cure offers a number 
of benefits that will appeal to all print companies. First,  
it is far more cost effective when compared to hotfoil 
stamping, and can be achieved in much shorter times. 
There is also the benefit of reduced make ready times 
due to the use of conventional offset printing plates, 
rather than having to make hotfoil stamping plates. It  
is also more flexible in terms of foil use, with the ability  
to foil parts of a page as well as over the whole sheet, 
and fine structures, characters and screens next to  
large solids can only be achieved in coldfoil. 

And, importantly, when you do not need foil, the printing 
units can still be used for conventional applications. 

Cold foil technology uses an ink based adhesive that is 
printed with a standard lithographic printing plate onto 
the substrate. 

The foil is then released onto the substrate where the 
ink based adhesive has been applied. 

The remaining printing units are used to overprint the 
sheet. CMYK and spot colours can be printed onto the 
sheet and over the foil. The result is a brilliant foil effect. 

The system can be used to enhance a wide range of 
applications such as packaging and labels, greetings 
cards, covers, advertising materials, books, and CD and 
DVD jackets, and much, much more.

GIVING YOU THE 
COMPETITIVE EDGE 
CyanX Limited is a major supplier of equipment and pressroom consum- 
ables, and many of its products can help to give your creativity a boost.
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